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1. Letters from the Chair
1.1. Letter from the President

Greetings delegates,

First and foremost, thanks for choosing the Supreme Court Of The United States as your

committee in this COSMUN. For years on end, I have been intrigued and passionate about US

politics in general, as it determines policy in the most powerful and influential country, hence

taking a toll on the entire world. In the search for the sacred institutions of power, most people

always discuss the president (executive) and the congress (legislative) but rarely wield the

Supreme Court in terms of the judicial branch, a branch that the founding fathers thought

essential in the governing of the country, thus, granting it exclusive and extraordinary faculties.

As you might as well have already observed, the committee will adventure topics that are

of great controversy and talk in today’s reality, but make no mistake: more than the topics

themselves, along with your respective justice or lawyer designated, you shall study in depth the

legal aspects that such include to successfully make your case or provide your input before the

most important court in the country.

This is not to say that I, along with Deputy Chief Justice Gutierrez, have a great desire to

make this an awesome experience for you all. Moreover, we recommend that you try to embrace

the corpus juris that the supreme court is, in the context of studying its previous cases, and when

the time comes “put yourself in the shoes” of those who in real life debate the constitutionality of

federal law in its utmost splendor. In short, debate ad-honorem to your character and ask the

essential question of “what would have x done?” Lastly, we expect that regardless of the

imminent ideological differences, all negotiations and discussions are done in good faith with

your respective peers. Remember: “he conquers who conquers himself” Your presidents will

always be available for any doubt that might arise a priori or during the committee.

Thanks,

Joaquín Pérez, Chief Justice



1.2. Letter from the Vicepresident
Dear delegates,

For many people, a ruling is nothing more than a decision, for many people it is simply

the result of a case or a debate, but in reality, a ruling can change the fate of thousands of people,

a ruling can completely change the policies that give order to a country, that is why I am thrilled

that you chose the Supreme court of the United States because here you will learn that even the

most simple of cases have the power to change the fate of a whole nation or even the world.

As you must know the Supreme Court functions quite differently from any other type of

committee, these differences in functionings represent a challenge for both the chair and the

delegates. Regardless of these challenges, we will strive to make this experience as enjoyable as

it can be without ever forgetting the importance of academic rigurosity. In the same way that we

will try to make this experience extremely enjoyable for you, we ask that you do your best to

fulfill your duties in representing your character and truly embrace the role that you are assigned

I advise that you study or at least contextualize yourself with previous cases of the

supreme court, by doing so you will further understand the functioning of the court and it will be

easier for you to act during the sessions. Always remember the quote “Those who cannot

remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

Finally, I would like to reinstate that both Chief justice Perez and I are completely at your

disposal, feel free to contact us about any inquiry you might have about the procedure or the

model itself, you can contact us at any time and we will come to your aid as soon as we can.

Sincerely,

Diego Gutierrez, Deputy Chief Justice



2. The Supreme Court

2.1. History/Introduction

The United States constitution stipulated the creation of a Supreme court and federal

judiciary but the power to do so relapsed on congress. The creation of the Supreme court was

later fulfilled with the judiciary act of 1789 which created 13 different courts in important with

one judge apiece as well as three circuit courts to cover the area of eastern, middle, and southern

United States and finally a Supreme court with one chief justice and five associates, as the only

court to which court appeals were admitted.

As time has advanced the court has seen many different chief justices and associates

which determine the name that the court receives or at least how people refer to the supreme

court, the courts are the following:

The Jay, Rutledge, and Ellsworth Courts (1789–1801)

|

The Marshall Court (1801–1835)

|

The Taney Court (1836–1864)

|

The Chase, Waite, and Fuller Courts (1864–1910)

|

The White and Taft courts (1910–1930)

|

The Hughes, Stone, and Vinson Courts (1930–1953)



|

The Warren Court (1953–1969)

|

The Burger Court (1969–1986)

|

The Rehnquist Court (1986–2005)

|

The Roberts Court (2005–present)

(Down below are the judicial circuits established as of the present day)

The U.S. Court System Explained. (2022, September 9). Democracy Docket.

https://www.democracydocket.com/analysis/the-u-s-court-system-explained/

https://www.democracydocket.com/analysis/the-u-s-court-system-explained/


2.2. Jurisdiction

The Supreme court of the United States as was previously mentioned is the highest court

of the United States of America, it holds constitutionally-guaranteed powers which allow it to

pass judgments in many cases as stated in Article III section two which mentions the following

“In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and

those in which a State shall be Party, the supreme Court shall have original Jurisdiction.

In all the other Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court shall have appellate

Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such Regulations,

as the Congress shall make.”--The Constitution of The United States (library of congress)

Originally the Supreme Court has jurisdiction over four categories of cases (those

regarding Ambassadors, ministers, consuls, and States), meaning parties involved in these types

of cases can take them directly to the Supreme Court, thus skipping the usual court appeal

process, however, under current regulations and specifications any case regarding a State must be

revised or shared with the State court. Regardless there are cases belonging to the supreme court

that originally do not belong to it, or better said passed from State courts to the supreme court,

for an “ordinary case” to be considered by the Supreme Court it must be presented with a

petition for certiorari, This is a formal request that the Court hear your case, which outlines the

issues that you are asking the Court to review. The issues must be Constitutional in nature and

must be unique. Otherwise, the possibility that the case is accepted by the court is close to null. If

the Court grants the Petition for Certiorari then the case must be briefed and may be argued at



oral argument before the Court after which the court will decide whether or not to accept the

appeal. Any kind of appeal shall be taken within fifteen days from notice of the judgment or final

order appealed from. Where a record on appeal is required, the appellant shall file a notice of

appeal and a record on appeal within thirty days from notice of the judgment or final order.

The Supreme Court holds three main powers:

(I) It considers appeals against the verdicts of the High Courts, other courts, and

tribunals.

(II) It settles disputes between various government authorities, state governments, the

center, and any state government.

(III) It also hears matters which the President refers to in its advisory role.

It is relevant to mention that the court also holds the power to exercise judicial review; it

can declare acts of Congress or the state legislatures unconstitutional, which therefore nullifies

and makes any decision void.

2.3. Internal Structure

Article 3 of the Constitution of the United States, and its 3 underlying sections, dictate the

establishment of the Judicial system within the country, along with it, The Supreme Court. The

first section, makes an important mention of the court systems and their structure, it goes as



follows: “The judicial Power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and such

inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The Judges, both of

the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at

stated Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during

their Continuance in Office” Essentially meaning, that The Supreme Court will serve as the

highest authority of the judicial branch, and the other inferior courts will root from it. However,

there has been a historical and present debate on the specific definitions the article itself has, for

instance, not having an age limit, a term limit, # of Justices, and what the terminology of “good

behavior” aims to refer to or even accomplish. It is important to mention that Justices serve a

lifetime tenure, meaning that they will not pass their place, until they retire, resign, are removed

by impeachment (explained in paragraph 4), or die.

As the Constitution has been quite open for interpretation within this realm, both Congress

and the President have made sure in various cases to modify this branch in terms of its structure,

and most times, being in their direct benefit to do so. At first glance, it all might not be so

negative, as the first “modifier” or “addition” to the Supreme Court, was the judiciary act of 1869,

which set out for Congress to establish there being one Chief Justice, as well as with 8 other

associates (previous to 1869, only being 1 Chief and 5 associates) In other words, limiting the

number of Justices strictly to 9, legislation that, as we can observe, is still pursuant as of the

present day. On the other hand in a more historical precedent, President Roosevelt in 1936, set out

to establish measures to fill and add new Supreme Court Justices under a particular premise. Such

activity was deemed as “court packing” (terminology still used today) and the bill introduced to

carry out the plan, failed, under claims of” unconstitutionality” Another important, but recent (and



also failed) attempt to “pack the court” was by President Biden, aiming to increase the number of

Justices to 14, giving President Biden the power to nominate 6 justices while in the term, and

essentially, granting a political trifecta to the Democrats; Presidency, Congress, Judicial.

Although it has never occurred, it is possible for a Supreme Court Justice to be removed,

under presumably not fulfilling “good behavior” Such a process, is done similar to that of a

President’s impeachment, whereby the House needs to impeach, and the Senate needs to convict.

In sum, the House acts as the prosecution and defense, while the Senate acts as the Grand Jury.

While in the house it is necessary for a simple majority vote to pass an article (s) of impeachment,

the Senate shall require a two-thirds majority vote for impeachment to follow, therefore, being in

the most extreme of situations where a Justice or President is impeached.

To accept the review of a case out of thousands, 4/9 justices need to vote in favor, whilst,

as previously stated, 5/9 justices are required to rule against or in their favor. The Supreme Court

has two conferences (hearings) scheduled per week and its meeting place is in its building in

Washington D.C. Near the United States Capitol. Furthermore, the Supreme Court starts a term by

statute on the first Monday in October, and hearings usually last until June or July, which is when

most deliberations from the court are made available to the public. On a final note, even though

the Chief Justice is John Roberts, on the committee, the chair will act as the Chief Justice,

meaning that the remainder of the justices will have the same positions. The chair is not able to

vote, yet can give the floor to anyone interested in making its use.



2.4. State v. Federal Law

Article 6th, paragraph 2, of the United States Constitution, establishes the Supremacy

clause. Such a clause establishes that the Federal Constitution (bill of rights, etc) and the general

nature of such a level of the law, override the law at a state level respectively. Specifically, a state

law that aims to interpret differently or execute radically different juridical actions, from the ones

established in the Constitution. Moreover, the Tenth Amendment also gives mentions the

juridical powers granted to each state, it goes as follows: “The powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States

respectively, or to the people.” Essentially meaning, any power or law not stated by the

constitution is left to each state to decide. Something in which the Supreme Court intervenes, in

the case of serious violations of constitutional rights as seen in the past. (Completly hypothetical)

2.5. Preamble to the Committee

1. As mentioned above, the United States Supreme Court is composed of 9 total judges,

making a vote of 5-4 win by a simple majority. By that fact, if the committee remains

with the same judges (6 Republicans, 3 Democrats) both topics will remain mostly

unchanged in a legal prospect, making the court pointless, as such would only be

technically executing the functions it already did on real life (especially happening with

topic A) Hence, the following hypothetical press release will be a preamble to the

committee:



2. “....Today, September 20, 2022, Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas sadly passed

away at 74 years of age. “Following various hospitalizations, flu-like symptoms, and

previously held diseases, his lungs collapsed, being the blame for the cause of death,”

Justice Thomas's doctor said this Tuesday at the clinic where the judge was interned, in

Washington D.C….”

3. Naturally, such a death has been deeply mourned by his family, fellow justices, and high

government officials. Nonetheless, the person who is going to be his replacement raises

important questions to be answered and for the time being, remains a lost battle for the

Republicans. Likewise, It is clear that Joe Biden, the president, having the power to

nominate a Supreme Court Justice, has to maintain his political agenda alive. This is

because even though Justice Thomas was considered a “Republican” being one of the

most, if not the most conservative judge on the bench, he was an African American, a

factor to be considered by the Biden administration, as not leveraging once again the

African-American presence in the court, would make him look not up to par, and thus,

“treason” his constituents within this demographic. Following serious consideration, and

endless debates with his political advisors, Paul J. Watford was named the man for the

job. Born August 25, 1967, he is currently serving as a judge on the 5th circuit court of

appeals, after his appointment to the court by former-president Obama in 2012. He has

previously served on the Supreme Court, as a law clerk for Associate Justice Ruth Bader

Ginsburg, and taken part in other jobs in the Federal Judicial Service, making him one of

the most experienced individuals to occupy and accept the now vacant seat.



4. On the other hand, it is the perfect “season” for nominating Supreme Court Justices, as

well as passing other important matters like legislation through the United States Senate,

as in the current moment Democrats bear a majority, unless only one Democratic or

Independent Senator objects to the nomination of Watford (assuming logically every

Republican Senator would vote against such a nomination) Besides, taking into account

that such a nomination needs to take place ideally before the new Senate takes place on

January 3, 2023, following the midterms on November 8th, which the Republicans are

expected to win by a landslide. It follows then, that after the average 7 weeks of hearings

and harsh filibuster by the Republican party on the Senate floor, such a legislative organ

issued the following statement on the vote:

5. “....Today on Tuesday, November the 8th, the vote for the nomination of Justice Watford,

passed with a 51-50 vote, with the tie-breaker vote, being decided by President of the

Senate, Kamala Harris”

6. As previously stated, the Republicans were expected to win the midterms and did so, but

not serving their purpose of blocking the nomination, as such took place on November

the 8th, and only the new Senators being incumbent two months later, on January 20th.

By a different order of ideas, the Democrats and independents, choose not to take any risk

whatsoever, as they might lose their possibility of nomination forever, albeit a faction of

the party not liking the idea of Watford being passed to the Supreme court.



7. After the first day of Watford in the court, the Supreme Court now bears 5 “Republican”

judges, as well as 4 “Democrat” judges, still, leaving the upper hand to the Republicans

in this branch of government. ¿But really? Although common sense would seem to

dictate that every judge has a firm stance when “partying” to his/her beliefs, which is

mostly true with all of them, there is one notable, but unheard-of exception: Justice John

Roberts. Justice Roberts is a “Republican” but still holds dear some core beliefs the

general population might label as “Democrat” and is key to turning the tables in swinging

the vote for both cases. In sum, the Republican bench is to keep Justice Roberts on their

side, whilst the Democrat bench might as well offer a sweet deal to turn the tide.

3. Case #1: Dobbs v. Jackson: the overturning of Roe v. Wade

3.1. Introduction

Within the United States, and if not, the world, the topic of abortion has remained a taboo

one, with many controversies deriving from such, as well as political action from those parties

that lobby for it or are against it. Some common arguments from opposing sides include either

saving the life of a woman or saving the fetus in the pregnancy, making a special emphasis on

the shortening of the timeline to execute an abortion as at a certain stage the fetus is considered

as “living” Nonetheless, there is some common ground to both arguments: they both seek to

safeguard the element of life. This is why here and now, the most important court in the country

is intervening as a master arbiter on the topic of abortion within the Constitution, to either rule in

favor of the rights of Americans or unborn Americans, or ideally, both. Note: any elements of

the original case may not be taken into account by the lawyers/justices in the committee, as such

a case is just being created.



3.1.2. Leaked draft?

On May 2, 2022, Politico released a 98-page opinion draft, leaked only possible within

the Supreme Court itself, which had the opinion of conservative Justice, Samuel Alito, in the

case of Dobbs v. Jackson, highly controversial within the matter of abortion in the U.S.

Constitution. Furthermore, suspicions about the leak were further confirmed when Chief Justice

Roberts, confirmed its authenticity in a CNBC interview. Nonetheless, in the same interview,

Justice Roberts noted that the leak would not affect the court’s decision in any way whatsoever

about the matter and that further investigations concerning the leak would be made, to determine

and eliminate its source. However, the leak raises questions in the court of public opinion, as

leaks from such a superior court, are extremely rare and are usually done with a political interest

in mind, thus undermining the court’s integrity and confidence amongst its justices and the

general public.

In short, Alito’s draft (opinion) would nullify

the historical precedent left out by Roe and

other rulings of the same nature. Such rulings,

protect the constitutional right of a woman to

have access to abortion, before the point that a

fetus can survive outside the womb (usually 23

or 24 weeks) Likewise, it is important to note

that the underlying federal legal precedent,

limits regulations imposed by the respective states, that would pose a hardship or burden for



women to acquire an abortion. Thus, if the court were to rule in favor of the state of Mississippi

(which it did) it would thereby ban all abortions after the 15th week of pregnancy, with

exceptions. This is to say that, taking into account the Conservative majority presence on the

bench, the overturning (or modifying) of the precedent was inevitable by all political accounts.

● If the U.S. Supreme Court overturns or guts Roe v. Wade, 26 states are certain or likely to

ban abortion. (2022, August 24). Guttmacher Institute.

https://www.guttmacher.org/infographic/2021/if-us-supreme-court-overturns-or-guts-roe-

v-wade-26-states-are-certain-or-likely

In June 2022, the Court made its final ruling public, it would effective immediately, grant

the power to the states, to set out their regulations and laws regarding the matter of abortion.

Although it is true that liberal pro-abortion stronghold states in the country, would act according

to the precedent left by Roe, various Republican strongholds would certainly change their

regulation to prohibit or make harder access to abortion (as shown in the visual above) This, of

course, posing another legal challenge, whereby a woman could go to another state to have an

abortion.

3.1.3. Biden and Pro-lifers

While on the campaign, the now-elected Biden administration acquired an important part

of potential voters through “feminist” promises that aimed to take into great consideration things

like abortion rights or even closing the gender pay gap. Such concern about fixing the troubles in

https://www.guttmacher.org/infographic/2021/if-us-supreme-court-overturns-or-guts-roe-v-wade-26-states-are-certain-or-likely
https://www.guttmacher.org/infographic/2021/if-us-supreme-court-overturns-or-guts-roe-v-wade-26-states-are-certain-or-likely


question was derived from the current Republican administration, and it was clear that

conservatives that remained within the high branches of government, were ready to lobby and

put up a fight to overturn any resolution whatsoever that went against their core beliefs.

Notwithstanding, it is also important to mention that former President Trump, appointed (and had

the senate approve) 3 Supreme Court Justices. Reiterating the fact that conservative presence on

the bench was not only a majority but was there to stay a long time, something Biden couldn't

solve with the press of buttons.

Following the Supreme Court leak of the

opinion draft by Justice Samuel A. Alito on

Dobbs, President Biden was quick to say that he

would work with the Democrat bench in

congress, to codify abortion rights through

legislation, or other legal instruments available

that can serve the purpose, without legally

interfering with the ruling. In sum, making a call

for action to the voters, in the context that they had the “final word” so that “essential abortion

rights” could be therefore fulfilled. Accordingly, triggering protests from both political ends all

around the country and outside the Supreme Court building. Other important representatives of

the Democratic party like former president Barack Obama, also commented on the topic.



3.1.4. State law in the matter

When analyzing State laws and their weight in the topic of abortion it is necessary to

know that State laws and their power are extremely different before and after Roe v. Wade.

Before this case each State could determine under which cases abortions could be conceded,

most of them simply outlawed abortions making them possible only in cases where the

pregnancy could endanger the mother’s life, after Roe V Wade the States were forced to uphold

abortion laws under “Strict Scrutiny” and later on too and “Undue Burden” test which put all

States in a position where they could not deny a woman her right to an Abortion.

Likewise, it is key to consider that all States have a political majority whether it is

Republican or Democrat. These majorities define a lot of the practices and laws that occur inside

a State, commonly when abortion rights can be defined by a State those of a Republican Majority

tend to outlaw abortions to the largest possible length that is approved by the Supreme Court,

meanwhile those of a Democrat majority do not usually regulate in any way abortion rights and

tend to facilitate their citizens with anything they might need to perform the said procedure.

These ambiguities are quite common between Republicans and Democrats but are extremely

pronounced in this topic.

3.2. Constitutional and Historical Precedent

Remember: most of the decisions of the Supreme Court are based on stare decisis, or the

power that shall be vested on a precedent, essentially meaning that previous deliberations are at a

majority of times paramount toward solving a case within the court. However, if the bench



considers that because the country has changed in any of its forms, it might as well choose to

repel or modify precedent in what it considers to be the benefit of the greater good.

3.2.1. Roe

To comprehend the overturning of Roe v. Wade one must first understand what Roe v.

Wade was about. Norma McCorvey was a woman from Texas who became pregnant with her

third child in 1969, because this was an unwanted pregnancy Norma wanted an abortion but

according to Texas federal law, a woman could only exercise an abortion if her life was at risk

because of the pregnancy. These laws led Norma's lawyers to file a lawsuit on her behalf to the

U.S. Federal court against the local district attorney Henry Wade. Later on, a three-court jury

heard the case and ruled in favor of Norma.

The case was later appealed to the US supreme court which on January 22, 1973, issued

a 7–2 decision holding that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United

States Constitution provides a fundamental "right to privacy", which protects a pregnant

woman's right to an abortion. The decision was not absolute and stated that the right to an

abortion must be balanced with the government's interest of protecting its citizens thus stating

that the consideration of an abortion must be balanced with a woman’s health, it also stated a

pregnancy trimester timetable to define and regulate all abortion regiments in the United States.

Regardless the right to an abortion was classified as fundamental which forced individual States

and their courts to evaluate challenged abortion laws under the "strict scrutiny" standard, the

most stringent level of judicial review in the United States.



This legal procedure has been one of the most criticized by all sorts of people, not only

by those against abortions but even by those in favor of them. Some state that the process of Roe

V Wade decreased the importance of abortion by making the court classify it as a civil right

when it should have been pushed further into the category of human rights, as well some say that

the decision was reached not because of legal and substantive precedents but because of the

personal views and values of the judges of the supreme court. Despite all of this the case was

upheld in the decision of Planned Parenthood v. Casey which overruled Roe's trimester

framework and abandoned its "strict scrutiny" standard in favor of an "undue burden" test which

in a concise matter states that a legislature cannot make a particular law that is too burdensome

or restrictive of one's fundamental rights thus allowing abortions without a lot of judicial

reviews.

3.2.2. The 14th Amendment

The United States Constitution comprises 33 amendments (including the first ten that

make the bill of rights) the 14th amendment, has been of great importance to cases regarding the

Supreme Court, as it involves legal matters and necessary provisions concerning personal

liberties and personal privacy. The amendment goes as follows:

“All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and the State wherein they reside. No State shall make

or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of



law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” -The

Constitution of The United States (library of congress)

Although the amendment has various provisions, it is necessary to focus on its second

sentence and upwards, to understand it for the historical context. For instance, one of the most

notable 14th amendment cases to have ever been witnessed by the court, was Brown v. The

Board of Education, whereby the court’s unanimous sentence dictated that racial segregation in

schools was prohibited and another previous case in the matter was overturned. Making it

effective, under the pretext of “..equal protection of the laws” because “separate” schooling was

granted “unequal” thus, leaving a powerful historical precedent that protected the rights of

African Americans for years to come, in other rulings of that same nature. On the other hand,

another important case to take into point, is Gideon v. Wainwright, ruling that every American

citizen had the right to be represented by a legal counsel, regardless of their socioeconomic

condition. This was after an American Indigent was denied an attorney by the state, and

incriminating himself in a Florida court, also involving the 5th and 6th amendments. As a result,

the court voted in favor to uphold the right that any individual can have equal representation

before the law, and the due process that goes along with it, as the 14th amendment states in its

due process clause.

As previously mentioned, in 1973, the court ruled in favor of Roe, in which a woman had

the right to terminate her pregnancy, on the grounds of “modernizing” outdated prohibition in the

matter, thus, keeping the constitution “up to date” with the topic. Another essential aspect of the

14th amendment in the case would be that the court also held that “personal privacy” (in the 14th



amendment) would have a provision whereby a woman had the right to get an abortion, linking

to the historical concept of “personal freedoms” The only changes or exceptions to this rule of

thumb under the constitution, would be if it interfered with a “compelling state interest” where it

could be limited, yet not abolished by the respective states.

This was short-lived until 2022 when the court ruled that it was not a constitutional right

to get an abortion. In Dobbs, it was argued that abortion was not protected by the due process

clause of the 14th amendment, which protects the “arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty or

property” limiting the scope to get an abortion until the 24th week. In the same way, a majority

of justices ruled that as abortion was not mentioned directly in the constitution, it did not have a

substantive right (power bore by courts, to limit government interference, state or federal in

fundamental rights, even though being mentioned or enumerated in the constitution) Hence, the

court finally grants the right for states to regulate the access to abortions.

3.2.3. The Hyde Amendment

In 1976 Congressman Hyde, a Republican Congressman from the State of Illinois

brought forth a proposal for an amendment to the annual appropriation act of congress, said

amendment mentioned that no federal funds granted to states through Medicaid could be used to

pay for abortions or any sort of abortion services. (Medicaid was a federal and state-funded

program that provided low-income individuals and families with healthcare benefits.) The

amendment also applied to recipients of the Indian Health Service, a federal program that

provided health care coverage to American Indians. The Hyde Amendment made an exception in

the coverage of abortions only for cases in which the pregnancy threatened the life of the



pregnant woman or in special exceptions such as incest and rape though in said cases abortions

were rarely admitted.

3.2.4. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey

In 1988 and 1989, the State of Pennsylvania (or their commonwealth as referred to in the

case) attempted to bring into law new statutes that indirectly shifted access to abortion within the

state. The statutes in question included that a woman would need to provide informed consent,

that a minor wanting to abort would have to get parental consent with a judicial waiver, even that

a woman would need to inform her husband, and the most controversial, being that upon the

request for an abortion, a woman would need to wait at least 24 hours to get the procedure and

that the same clinic performing the procedure, would need to provide the woman with certain

information in regards to the operation. Before any of these statutes could be applied, Planned

Parenthood of Southern Pennsylvania, complicated the matters for Governor Casey of

Pennsylvania, where a suit was brought up, putting into question the constitutionality of the

statutes.

After oral arguments, the court’s

deliberation, once again, reaffirmed the

presence of Roe in the Constitution, where

a woman could get an abortion before fetal

viability. Moreover, the decision also

upheld multiple 14th amendment clauses

regarding personal privacy and the due



process clause, along the lines, stating that abortion was a “realm of personal liberty that the

government may not enter” On a different note, the judgment also revised the process that an

inferior court would take, in case a state law would pose a burden to the access of an abortion.

Also, making a law invalid if a “purpose or effect is to place substantial obstacles in the path of a

woman seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viability.” Despite this, the court ruled in

favor of the Pennsylvania provisions, except for marital notification.

The case would leave a great historical precedent, as, through the years, more states

attempted to pose more “burdens” on access to abortion, with the court striking them down. A

recent example of this is when in 2016, Texas state law required abortion clinics to meet certain

health standards, or for there to be multiple doctors in the procedure, effectively making access

to abortion more costly and more bureaucratic. Because of this, the court ultimately ruled that it

did pose an “undue burden” violating the Federal Constitution.

3.3. Legal Grounds

The respective sides will have to investigate the elements of the case, along with the

underlying evidence that justifies the points being made.

3.3.1. Prosecution

Most arguments resulting in the defense of abortion follow a pattern of thought that

aligns with the idea that an embryo or fetus cannot be considered an individual since it has not

fully developed but the truth is that scientifically a developing embryo is genetically distinct



from both it’s mother and father since it has forty-six chromosomes which half belong to its

father and a half to its mother making it a completely different being from its progenitors. There

is also the fact that brain waves can be detected just forty days after conception which indicates

that there is active brain activity which is a standard indicator for whether someone is alive or

dead and under most common definitions this would make the fetus alive and categorize abortion

as a mean for murder.

Not only are there several medical arguments defending the ban on abortions but Legal

ones, the greatest one is the Burden of proof. The Burden of proof is a party’s responsibility to

either demonstrate or deny with heavy evidence certain occurrences regarding a case or the case

itself, often in abortion topics the burden of proof relapses to the defending party since there is a

necessity to demonstrate that an embryo or fetus is not alive, so far there hasn’t been a case

where it can be said with a hundred percent certainty that a fetus is not alive, this conclusion

forces the court to rule in favor of banning abortions since if the court can’t be certain when life

begins then it must act as if life began the moment an embryo is conceived.

Lastly, there is the religious consideration which is that in most of the important religions

of the world (Chatolisim, Judaism, Islamism, etc.) life is considered sacred and under most

religious texts life begins from the moment of conception under both of these premises an

abortion is considered the destruction of human life and thus is punishable.



3.3.2. Defence

Reproductive rights in America have been shaped constitutionally under the 14th

amendment and its provisions that involve it, hence being the strongest precedent in the History

of the United States, that can yield a strong defense. For instance, the fact that most woman who

requests an abortion, are living below the poverty line, a majority of them are below the age of

20 (including adolescents) and most don't even have health insurance. Therefore, proving that if

states are restricting the right to an abortion, they are not dealing in “good faith” with the woman

that does have the ethical necessity to acquire an abortion.

What’s more, would be that if access to abortion is limited, other ways of acquiring an

abortion will be entertained by those who need it. This will endanger more lives, as abortions,

sponsored and approved by the law are proven to be safer, than those that are clandestine. This

proves, that if respective states, or even the federal government, cannot control the illegal access

to abortions, because of the clear incentive to acquire such by restrictions, the ruling will be

effectively null as it is unenforceable. Without mentioning, it is in a clear violation of the 14th

amendment provision that mentions that a state cannot deprive one of their right to life.

To put another case in point, if the regulations are left to be decided by the respective

states, those states (presumably Republican) will make effective into law the so-called “undue

burdens” as has happened in the past, where the access to abortion (even if threatens the life of a

woman, by which means it is legally binding for a state to give access to it) is made more

bureaucratic and more expensive, which under some legal interpretation and definition will



threaten the right to health as stated in the Constitution: “Article 35 (1) of the Constitution

stipulates that “all citizens have the right to live in a healthy and pleasant environment,”

Lastly, and not concerning a legal matter in full, taking into account the opinion of Chief

Justice Roberts. Even though he is a conservative, it is publicly known that he supported the

State of Mississippi in Dobbs. This is mentioned because, in the initial lawsuit, the state was

seeking to limit access to an abortion only after 15 weeks (as a reduction to the limit of fetal

viability of 23 or 24 weeks) As opposed to overturning Roe in its fullest and leaving the

restrictions to the respective states as the court finally ruled, as contrary to the original case.

3.4. Expectations for Trial

Lawyers:

● To present admissible evidence before the court

● To not discuss the elements of the trial with any justice

● To be respectful when addressing the court

● To be creative when presenting arguments to win the case

● To leave aside personal emotion, to embrace either side designated (Republicans or

Democrats, Prosecution or Defence)

Justices:

● To be impartial when being presented with the arguments/evidence in question

● To not discuss the elements of the case with anyone whatsoever outside of the courtroom



● To be prepared with knowledge of the law to comprehend and question the elements

presented by the attorneys

● To portray the necessary negotiating and diplomatic skills when discussing a verdict

● To be impartial when giving a final verdict on the respective case

3.5. Useful Resources

● Overturning of Roe:

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/03/supreme-court-says-leaked-abortion-draft-is-authentic-roberts-

orders-investigation-into-leak.html

● 14th amendment

https://constitution.congress.gov/browse/essay/amdt14-S1-4-1/ALDE_00013276/

● Dobbs writ of certiorari

https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/19/19-1392/185037/20210727131024868_19-1392%

20tsac%20Lonang%20Institute.pdf

● Abortion law in the states

https://www.guttmacher.org/state-policy/explore/overview-abortion-laws

● Public opinion on abortion and key facts

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/07/15/key-facts-about-the-abortion-debate-in-americ

a/

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/03/supreme-court-says-leaked-abortion-draft-is-authentic-roberts-orders-investigation-into-leak.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/03/supreme-court-says-leaked-abortion-draft-is-authentic-roberts-orders-investigation-into-leak.html
https://constitution.congress.gov/browse/essay/amdt14-S1-4-1/ALDE_00013276/
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/19/19-1392/185037/20210727131024868_19-1392%20tsac%20Lonang%20Institute.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/19/19-1392/185037/20210727131024868_19-1392%20tsac%20Lonang%20Institute.pdf
https://www.guttmacher.org/state-policy/explore/overview-abortion-laws
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/07/15/key-facts-about-the-abortion-debate-in-america/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2022/07/15/key-facts-about-the-abortion-debate-in-america/


4. Case #2: Republicans v. Democrats: second amendment

4.1. Introduction

Since the United States of America gained its independence from Great Britain over two

centuries ago, the right to own a weapon under the second amendment has been essential, as it

alludes to the freedom of the people, as well as providing society with the ability to rebel against

a “tyrannical government” The topic by itself, divides the country in two: as someone in a

Democratic state like California may not care about owning a weapon, yet, someone in a

Republican like Texas is going to consider essential to won a weapon for self-defense. Another

crucial purpose of the second amendment, is for the people to protect themselves against a

foreign attack, if the government is unable to. Even though the U.S. Has not been invaded by a

foreign enemy, the amendment may as well protect the right of a citizen in his home to protect

himself against a burglary. However, because of few gun restrictions, the country has come up to

a point where an ex-convict or an individual over the age of 18 (not even old enough to consume

alcohol) can go to their nearest bass pro shops, acquire an ar-15 semi-automatic rifle, with a 30

round magazine, and wreak havoc upon society. It is also important to consider that excluding

the United States, only Mexico and Guatemala provide their citizens with gun rights. Note: any

elements of the original case may not be taken into account by the lawyers/justices in the

committee, as such a case is just being created.

4.1.1. Mass Shootings in America

Mass shootings are one of the leading issues regarding safety in the United States of

America, as time progresses so does the fear of mass shootings. The issue with this sort of



incident and gun violence, in general, is the steady increase that is being presented in rights

violations on behalf of people with a firearm. Recent statistics on behalf of CNN pointed out that

as of this year (2022) “at least 3,179 people have been shot in mass shootings, resulting in 637

deaths and more than 2,500 people injured” so far there have been more mass shootings than

there have been days in 2022. It is necessary to clarify that a mass shooting is any gun-related

incident in which four or more people are shot because this definition of mass shootings is so

broad and allows people to classify a lot of crimes as mass shootings. There are those who

consider the existing statistics to be flawed.

As to why mass shootings happen there are several reasons, but the official media tends

to focus on two aspects: mental health and ideological issues. Many so-called “right-wing” news

outlets tend to blame the declining mental health of people, especially the youth, as the main

reason for mass shootings stating that it is because of people’s instability that they act in a

radical, uncontrolled, and unchecked manner. Meanwhile, “radical left-wing” news outlets tend

to blame political ideologies and beliefs, stating that conservative extremists are responsible for

most mass shootings as there tends to be a correlation between minorities and victims of gun

violence.

Regardless of what was previously mentioned, there is a third argument as to why mass

shootings happen and it is that the current gun policies and regulations make it so that almost

anyone can purchase and most importantly utilize a gun, this leading to all sorts of people having

access to a firearm and having the possibility to do all sorts of felonies or delinquent activities

with it. Since the start of the century, following the deadly Columbine school shooting in 1999



that shocked the country, gun violence has been on the rise, with some examples for this relevant

to this case including:

● Columbine school shooting- 1999 - 13 deaths

● Atlanta shootings - 1999 - 12 deaths.

● Virginia Tech shooting - 2007 - 32 deaths.

● Fort Hood shooting - 2009 - 14 deaths.

● Binghamton shootings - 2009 - 13 deaths.

● Geneva County shootings - 2009 - 10 deaths.

● Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting - 2012 - 27 deaths.

● Aurora theater shooting - 2012 - 12 deaths.

● Washington Navy Yard shooting - 2013 - 12 deaths.

● San Bernardino attack -  2015 - 14 deaths.

● Orlando nightclub shooting - 2016 - 49 deaths.

● Las Vegas shooting (deadliest in US history) - 2017 - 58 deaths.

● Sutherland Springs church shooting- 2017 - 26 deaths.

● Stoneman Douglas High School shooting- 2018 - 17 deaths.

● Thousand Oaks shooting- 2018 - 12 deaths.

● Pittsburgh synagogue shooting- 2018 - 11 deaths.

● Santa Fe High School shooting- 2018 - 10 deaths.

● El Paso Walmart shooting- 2019 - 22 casualties.

● Virginia Beach shooting- 2019 - 12 deaths.

● Buffalo shooting- 2022 - 10 deaths



The examples above, include a wide variety of causes for the shootings themselves, such

as the poor mental state of an individual, the access to guns to high school students, and religious

and/or social discrimination, amongst others. Elements that are to be investigated by both sides

to comprehend gun law and their restrictions or the lack of them respectively.

4.1.2. The NRA (National Rifle Association)

While some might argue that because of the rise of

mass shootings in America, gun laws are of the essence to

further prevent this problem, The National Rifle Association

(or the NRA) is the answer as to why legislation regarding

the matter hasn't passed from a single bill in the senate floor

into law. The NRA is relevant within the case, due to its

economical funding, influence, and political backing, making it one of the major political forces

in the country. Although not a political party itself and regardless of its immense revenues (being

in the vicinity of 400 million USD per year) the NRA’s real power is derived from its 5 million

members, usually Republican voters, who fiercely uphold the second amendment, whilst firmly

rejecting gun control (the entire premise of the organization per se) Because of this, it backs

certain politicians at a local, state or even national level to promote their agenda, and of course,

having their lobbying group within the halls of congress, the NRA institute for legislative action.



By a different order of ideas, there have been many instances where mass school

shootings (like the ones mentioned above) make the news throughout the country, terrorizing

American families and the entire world, with organizations like the NRA usually being the ones

to take the blame for obvious reasons. For example, in the Sandy Hook school shooting, the

NRA made the nationwide news, when it was soon mentioned that instead of enforcing gun

control, armed guards may be implemented in schools.

However, there is no possibility whatsoever of the NRA lobbyists getting to the Supreme

Court, hence, the importance of the court in this matter.

4.1.3. Taking away your guns?

In light of all the gun violence within America, the lobby for increasing gun restrictions

has been, and is on the rise, by Democratic and other supporters of the cause. Because of the

second amendment, which is unlikely to be repealed (further explained in section 4.2.4),

Americans will always have the right to bear arms, or do they not? While states or congress may

not directly interfere with the general population's rights to bear arms, they can in fact limit, for

instance, the type of people (i.e. Former inmates) or the caliber of the gun from being within the

streets. As an example, a landmark case within the matter treated by the Supreme Court was New

York State Rifle and Pistol Association v. Bruen, whereby the court struck down various

restrictions and limitations enforced by respective states to limit the use of firearms, one of the

most notable of them being to have a specific need to carry a firearm in public. However, the

court also ruled that states could regulate gun ownership and where people could carry guns.

With this in mind, Democratic lawmakers made sure to pass gun legislation, limiting the scope of



their access, to make their states safer, while hoping those same laws would not face judicial

scrutiny at the federal level.

Moreover, President Joe Biden has pushed for legislation that aims to reduce the access

from certain people to own guns, further stating that “no amendment is absolute. '' Also, that the

action taken by some Republicans goes against the original purpose of the second amendment

and the situation of the country was a national embarrassment. However, he also stated that in no

way will he take action that by any means affects the second amendment, but instead is for the

nation's common good. Other political figures have commented on the matter, like the

Democratic nominee for the 2022 Presidential election Beto O’ Rourke saying that “hell yes,

we're going to take your AK-47'' soon, controversy from within his party and the American

public ensued, concerning the constitutionality and federal reach of such a proposal. On the other

hand, one of the most sensible interventions on gun law is by conspiracy theorist, Alex Jones,

stating that the Sandy Hook school shooting was indeed a set up by the “deep state” (AKA the

Democrats) to limit the liberty of the American people by taking away their guns. In such a case,

not only great controversy ensued, but also, a class action lawsuit from plaintiffs, who had their

children die in that same shooting, resulting in billions of dollars in settlements from Jones.

4.2. Constitutional and Historical Precedent

Remember: most of the decisions of the Supreme Court are based on stare decisis, or the

power that shall be vested on a precedent, essentially meaning that previous deliberations are at a

majority of times paramount toward solving a case within the court. However, if the bench



considers that because the country has changed in any of its forms, it might as well choose to

repel or modify precedent in what it considers to be the benefit of the greater good.

4.2.1. Presser v. Illinois

Presser v. Illinois was a landmark decision that stated that unless the constitution

explicitly restrained it, a state is in all of its rights to enact restrictions to militant bodies or

organizations unless they function under the US’s militia laws.

In 1879 Herman Presser was part of a Citizen Militia group known as the Instruct and

Defend Association, which said the group was formed to counter the private armies of big

companies in the city of Chicago. During the said year an indictment was taken against Presser

for parading with an unauthorized body of men with arms, who had associated themselves

together as a military company and organization, without having a license from the Governor.

Presser would later argue that said restrictions violated his right, particularly the rights given to

him under the second amendment

.

Later during the discussion of the case, the supreme court issued the following:

“We think it clear that the sections under consideration, which only forbid bodies of men

to associate together as military organizations or to drill or parade with arms in cities

and towns unless authorized by law, do not infringe the right of the people to keep and

bear arms. But a conclusive answer to the contention that this amendment prohibits the



legislation in question lies in the fact that the amendment is a limitation only upon the

power of congress and the national government, and not upon that of the state.”

-The Central Law Journal. (n.d.). Google Books.

https://books.google.com.co/books?id=rbZCAQAAMAAJ

Conclusively the court announced that although it is not in the people’s right to march in

an armed conglomerate there exist certain restrictions as to what a state can do regarding the use

of firearms since a state may not disarm the people to such an extent that there is no remaining

armed militia force for the general government to call upon.

4.2.2. Heller v. District of Columbia

District of Columbia v. Heller, 0 (2008), was a landmark decision of the U.S. Supreme

Court ruling that the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects an individual's right to

keep and bear arms, unconnected with service in a militia, for traditionally lawful purposes.

In February of 2003 six citizens of the District of Columbia (Parker, Palmer, Lawrence,

Ambeau, Lyon and Heller) filed a lawsuit against the district court, in a said lawsuit they

challenged the prohibitions of the 1975 firearms control regulation act, this was done by

challenging and questioning the constitutionality of the said act by the second amendment. This

regulation restricted the ownership of handguns and firearms of any kind, allowing only the

owner in cases of registration before 1975. This lawsuit was dismissed in late 2004 by District

Court Judge Emmet G. Sullivan. The case would later be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals

https://books.google.com.co/books?id=rbZCAQAAMAAJ


for the D.C. Circuit which reversed the decision in a 2-1 vote, the court's opinion first addressed

whether appellants have the standing to sue for declaratory and injunctive relief. The court

concluded that of the six plaintiffs, only Heller – who applied for a handgun permit but was

denied – had standing. The court determined that handguns are determined as "Arms" and

concluded that thus because of the rights given to the people by the second amendment they may

not be banned by the District of Columbia.

Regardless of the previous occurrences, the defendant's petitioned the Supreme court of

the United States to hear the case, and the court would later grant certiorari in 2007 but rephrase

the question as follows:

“Whether the following provisions, D.C. Code §§ 7-2502.02(a)(4), 22–4504(a), and

7-2507.02, (1975 firearms control regulation act) violate the Second Amendment rights of

individuals who are not affiliated with any state-regulated militia, but who wish to keep

handguns and other firearms for private use in their homes?”

-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA v. HELLER. (n.d.).

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/07-290.ZO.html

During this case, the Supreme Court undertook its first-ever "in-depth examination" of

the second amendment. After a historical discussion, the Court ultimately concluded that the

second amendment guarantees the individual right to possess and carry weapons in case of

confrontation; that in alignment with this right is "the inherent right of self-defense"; that "the

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/07-290.ZO.html


home" is "where the need for defense of self, family, and property is most acute" ; and that,

"above all other interests," the second amendment elevates “the right of law-abiding, responsible

citizens to use arms in defense of hearth and home". Based on this understanding, the Court held

that a District of Columbia law banning handgun possession in the home violated the second

amendment.

4.2.3. Reagan and the Brady Law

On March 13, 1981,

the President of the United

States, Ronald Reagan, a

fierce and probably one of the

most remarkable Republicans

of the past century, was shot

and wounded upon returning

to his limousine, after

returning from a speaking engagement in the Washington Hilton. Even though being close to

dying, as history showed, Reagan, fortunately, survived, however, among the individual

collateral damage, was his press secretary, James Brady, who did survive, but was left disabled

and with permanent brain damage. Common wisdom seems to have it, that after his assassination

attempt, Reagan had a sudden realization of the importance of having gun regulations, because of

this he backed the so renowned Brady bill (named after his secretary) which was introduced by

the democratic party in an attempt to regulate the access to firearms.



Image: Webster, D. (2014, August 5). What James Brady did for gun control. CNN.

https://edition.cnn.com/2014/08/05/opinion/webster-james-brady-law-guns/index.html

The Brady law essentially modified the gun control act of 1968, set out to establish

federal background checks for firearm purchases, and created a five-day waiting period to give

law enforcement time to run these checks. (The waiting period was eventually replaced by an

instant background check system, which can be extended to three days if the results of the check

aren't immediately clear.) On the other hand, the interim provisions of the Brady Law became

effective on February 28, 1994 (when Reagan was no longer president) and ceased to apply on

November 30, 1998. While the interim provisions of the Brady Law apply only to handguns, the

permanent provisions of the Brady Law apply to all firearms. The precedent is important

considering that the prosecution may be appealed to making the case that the provisions of the

bill towards handguns should be made pursuant once again, as opposed to more radical solutions,

that shatter the middle grounds in bipartisanship.

4.2.4. The Repealing of an Amendment

Even though in real life it is extremely difficult and unlikely to repeal or change an

amendment, it has happened in the past. Take, for instance, the case of the 18th and 21st

Amendments. The 18th, outlawed the production or distribution of alcohol, in a period known as

the prohibition, rotundly failing, and 9 months after, being repealed by the 21st amendment,

allowing then again the production and distribution of alcohol within the country. By this logic,

if SCOTUS were to repeal the second amendment (at the most extreme of cases) it must be

replaced by a new amendment, generally according to the matter.

https://edition.cnn.com/2014/08/05/opinion/webster-james-brady-law-guns/index.html
http://smartgunlaws.org/key-federal-acts-regulating-guns/


4.3. Legal Grounds

4.3.1. Republicans

Republicans have been known for defending “the people’s right to bear arms” in most

so-called “red states” there is a tendency of loosening gun laws with the purpose of the people

exercising their constitutional rights to the maximum of their abilities.

One of the main arguments in favor of the second amendment and defending such rights

is the fact that it is something constitutional in nature, meaning that traditionally people have the

possibility to bear arms with the disposition of acting in a lawful and responsible manner this

means that restricting or changing the second amendment would be something untraditional that

goes against the very principles of the nation

Then there is the argument surrounding the responsibility of guns in crime, the main

argument here is that regardless of the laws surrounding firearms people would still find the

means to enact their will through violence and other forms of maleficent actions, with this in

mind they say that the current legislations makes the usage of firearms so open and casual that it

is easier to supervise gun owners without compromising their liberty.

And finally, there is the re-instating comment that the second amendment protects people

instead of harming them, since it allows common people to own an object that functions as a



method of self-defense then if they find themselves in any dangerous situation it is easier to

protect themselves and their loved ones.

4.3.2. Democrats

Under traditional circumstances, the Democrat party has been against the usage of

firearms, especially guns and has installed special control of set firearms in territories at are

traditional of a Democrat majority.

The main concern of the Democrat party is that without further regulation of gun laws,

gun-related deaths will continue to increase since recent statistics point to states having lower

casualties when augmenting their gun policies and reducing the accessibility to light weapons.

They also argue that regulating and reducing accessibility to firearms will reduce mass

shootings as was the case in Australia where they banned assault weapons and during the

following 20 years there wasn’t a single mass shooting.

Lastly, they mention that gun restrictions might help with saving the lives of vulnerable

populations such as people with mental health issues who are likely to commit some kind of

self-harm act if they have a firearm at their disposal or people in a violent household who are

subjects of abuse since the presence of a firearm increases approximately 500 percent the

chances of a household homicide.



4.4. Expectations for Trial

Lawyers:

● To present admissible evidence before the court

● To not discuss the elements of the trial with any justice

● To be respectful when addressing the court

● To be creative when presenting arguments to win the case

● To leave aside personal emotion, to embrace either side designated (Republicans or

Democrats, Prosecution or Defence)

Justices:

● To be impartial when being presented with the arguments/evidence in question

● To not discuss the elements of the case with anyone whatsoever outside of the courtroom

● To be prepared with knowledge of the law to comprehend and question the elements

presented by the attorneys

● To portray the necessary negotiating and diplomatic skills when discussing a verdict

● To be impartial when giving a final verdict on the respective case

4.5. Useful Resources

● The second amendment:



https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/amendment-2/#:~:text=A%20well%20regul

ated%20Militia%2C%20being, Arms%2C%20shall%20not%20be%20infringed.

● Useful explanations:

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Second-Amendment

● Demographics of gun rights

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/09/13/key-facts-about-americans-and-guns/

5. QARMAS

For justices and amicus curiae only:

5.1. Topic Case A

1. Has your character made any important contributions or remarks on abortions? And if

yes, what?

2. What stare dieresis or evidence exists to justify the point being made by your character

on the topic?

3. Why is access to an abortion constitutional or not?

4. What type of abortion policy should be adopted at a nationwide level, or in other words,

the U.S. Constitution?

5. What are the effects that abortion has yielded on American society? and why are those

effects negative or positive?

https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/amendment-2/#:~:text=A%20well%20regulated%20Militia%2C%20being,Arms%2C%20shall%20not%20be%20infringed.
https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/amendment-2/#:~:text=A%20well%20regulated%20Militia%2C%20being,Arms%2C%20shall%20not%20be%20infringed.
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Second-Amendment
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/09/13/key-facts-about-americans-and-guns/


5.2. Topic Case B

1. Can the repeal of an amendment be justified? And how?

2. What stare dieresis or evidence exists to justify the point being made by your character

on the topic?

3. Do you think that weapons should be regulated? Through what legal instrument?

4. What do you think needs to be done to reduce the undeniable gun violence in the

country?

5. Do you think owning weapons is a legitimate means of self-defense? Why yes or why

not?

Final note: for further information about the committee, check the biographies of each

character as well as the procedure manual in order to understand the operation of the

committee.
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